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Car charging stations coming to city, campus
By Brian MM
Reporter

By now, most Americans are used to
charging their laptops, cell phones
and GPS systems before each use.
Thanks to the updates in modern
technology, some people can now
plug in another electronic device:
their cars.
The University recently partnered
with the city to introduce six electric
car charging stations to the area.
All six stations will be divided
equally between the city and the
University, with three being installed
on campus and three being placed
in nearby parking lots downtown.
Brian 0'G>nnell, utilities director
for the city said each of the six charging stations will be placed inside
designated parking spaces and anyone with a hybrid or electric vehicle
can plug in and charge his or her
vehicle.
"As far as the city is concerned,

there will be one in three different
parking lots," O'Connell said.
In the city, the first will be in Lot 1
off of East Court Street, the second
will be in Lot 2 on South Prospect
and the last one will be installed in
Lot 3 on South Church Street, he
said.
Anthony Palumbo, chief of operations for the University's Electric
Vehicle Institute said he took a lot of
time finding the perfect spot for all
three on-campus stations, because
he wanted each spot to be close to an
available power source.
"One station will be out by 1-75
near the Stroh Center or the Visitor
Information Center; another will be
over in the Union parking lot right
behind Front Chapel and the last one
is going to be in Lot N, t he Library lot,
which is closest to available power,"
Palumbo said.
Palumbo said he hopes to have
the entire project completed with

the stations running by March.
O'Connell said all of the chargers
have a standard connection adapter,
similar to a gas pump.
"When you plug-in to charge,
the unit has to 'talk' to the vehicle,"
O'Connell said. "Once the station
makes connection with the vehicle,
power will begin to flow. But, it is
important to note that unlike gasoline in gas pumps, no electricity is in
the cable until the unit detects the
vehicle."
Because all six of the charging stations will be in designated parking
spaces, O'Connell said there will be a
small cost for the electricity. Though,
he said the cost to plug in downtown
is different than the cost to charge
on campus.
"The University is charging for
energy consumed with the cost of
power being around 50 cents per
hour," O'Connell said. "But. the city
will not implement a payment sys-

tem. A lot of places 1 have seen have
been increasing the cost of the paying meter. So, if it'll cost you 25 cents
an hour to park, it'll cost 50 cents an
hour to park and charge."
The cost of installing the new
charging stations is being funded by Clean Fuels Ohio Grant
Administration through a 50 percent matching grant. With the grant,
the University and the City will pay
for half, $5,000 total cost for each
charger, in exchange for receiving
the other half through the assisted
funding.
"Our cost is $5,000 per installation and I know BGSU has a similar
price," O'Connell said. "The total for
our three stations would be about
$15,000 but after speaking with
BGSU, we found out that if we could
team up, we'd get a better deal."
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Official inauguration of 11th University president to take place Friday
Compll.dbyTh.BGN.w.

The University is hosting the inauguration of President Mary Ellen Mazey this
week. Events will lead up to the official inauguration ceremony Friday at the
Stroh Center.

Mazey was chosen as the 11th
University president on March 22 after a
national search.
She has worked in other Ohio universities, including Wright State University
and Cincinnati University. She has 30
years of experience in higher education,

RELEASE THE WOLFE

26 in Ohio.
Most recently, she served as provost
and vice president for academic affairs
at Auburn University in Alabama, beginning in 2009.
Since she took on the role of president at the University, Mazey's focus

has been on implementing the strategic plan and improving retention,
inclusiveness and the international
population.
See MAZEY | Page 5

Local eateries spice up drinks for the holiday
Alcoholic favorites around city include Peppermint Patty, Hot Apple Cider and more
By Brian Bokmrt
Reporter

BYRON MACK | THE BG NEWS

THE WOLFE CENTER is neannrj completion and rs no longer surrounded by construction fences

ONLINE

This year, senior Kohl Friery was
introduced to a new winter treat
combining many of his favorite flavors of the holidays: whipped cream
cranberry juice, Sprite and vodka.
This holiday version of the "Libra
Cocktail" is just one of the many
beverages Friery said he enjoys during this time of the year.
" 1 really enjoy those drinks because
they usually have the holiday-like
tastes," Friery said. "If something
has the ginger and cinnamon in it it
reminds me of the holidays."
There are many people like
Friery who enjoy getting into the
Christmas spirit with spiced mixed
drinks, cocktails and dark, winter
beers and lagers. Drinks like the
Peppermint Patty, Hot Apple Cider,
Dutch Apple Pie and even simple
cranberry vodka or spiced rum are

FORUM

many popular spirits purchased
at restaurants and bars across the
country.
Many local venues — including Sam B's, Easy Street Cafc and
Grumpy Dave's Pub — are celebrating the holidays by offering seasonal
and specialty drinks,
John Gardner, manager at Sam
B's, said the restaurant always
tries to offer seasonal spirits to its
patrons. In his 10 years as a Sam B's
employee, Gardner said flavors such
as pumpkin, eggnog, apple, cinnamon and peppermint are some of
the favorite spices used in the Sam
B's drink lab during past years.
"Last year we ran like a Hot
Homemade Apple Cider and a
Spiced Apple Martini," he said. "One
of our most popular seasonal holiday drinks is by far the Peppermint
Patty, which is hot cocoa and peppermint schnapps and topped with

whipped cream."
Gardner said Sam B's has already
celebrated the fall season this year,
and plans to do so well into the winter, with the help of eggnog, vodka
and rich spices used in common
holiday treats.
"We've been running a Spiced
Pumpkin Martini for the whole
month of November and we're definitely going to be running something in December, but we're not
so sure what yet," he said. "We
were thinking of something like an
eggnog-based martini, but haven't
finalized a recipe,"
While the decision on what type
of mixed drink has yet to be made,
liquor is not the only beverage used
to celebrate the holidays, Gardner
said.
See DRINKS | Page 3
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Did you go Black Friday shopping? Why or why not?

View locations of local crimes

Occupy the end of a protest

Men's basketball wins three games

Check out our website Tuesday to view

Columnist Phil Schurrer reviews the Occupy

The BG men's basketball team went 5-1 during

an interactive blotter map showing

movement picking at the structure and

the holiday break. The Falcons won games against

JASON ESCHH0FEN
Sophomore, Music Performance and
Studio Recording

crime trends throughout the city during

executions of the protestors, whose hassles may

Austin Peay. Detroit and Temple, while they lost

"No, I didn't have anyone to go

Thanksgiving Weekend | BGNEWS.com

have caused the lack of resolution | Pagt 4
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WED., NOV. 23

BLOTTER
MON., NOV. 21
3:17 P.M.
Kyle W. Lamb. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for theft at
Walmart after allegedly trying to steal six DVDs with a
total value of about $210
5:47 P.M.
Derek Anthony Talifer Jr., 25.
of Westland. Mich., was cited
for possession of marijuana
at Speedway.
7:41 P.M.
An apartment door was
reported damaged within the
700 block of E Napoleon
Road.

TUES., NOV. 22
126 A.M.
Christopher M. Fox. 38. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for criminal trespass and
disorderly conduct/unable to
care for self within the 600
block of N. Main St. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.
5:52 A.M.
A vehicle was reported to
have several scratches on its
rear passenger bumper within the 100 block of Manville
Ave. The estimated damage
is $200
3:12 P.M.
Shaun T. Hausman. 34. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal damaging within the
1000 block of N. Prospect
St
4:17 P.M.
Complainant reported a
wallet taken within the 800
block of 2nd St. The wallet contained $80 in cash.
a social security card and a .
BGl Card.
5:14 P.M.
Complainant reported a
vehicle damaged overnight
within the 1000 block of
Fairview Ave. The door
handle was broken

2:51A.M.
Derek Ray Stalder. 25, of
Ridgeway. Ohio, was cited
for refusing to take an operating a vehicle impaired
test and a red light violation near East Wooster and
Dunbridge streets in a traffic
crash that caused an injury.
5:37 A.M.
Alex Michael Ponicki. 18. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for underage under the influence of alcohol and disorderly conduct within the 100
block of N Main St. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.
6:15 A.M.
Dustin G Steude. 26. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for criminal damaging and
persistent disorderly conduct within the 600 block
of 2nd St. He was taken to
the Wood County Justice
Center.
8:22 A.M.
Complainant reported a
black Garmin GPS and a
Lenova Think Pad stolen
from a vehicle within the 800
block of 4th St. They were
valued at $50 and $1,000.
respectively.
8:45 A.M.
Troy R Phillips. 43. of
Bowling Green, was
arrested on a Wood County
Contempt Warrant within
the 1700 block of E. Wooster
St. He was lodged in the
Wood County Justice
Center
10:00 A.M.
Complainant reported graffiti on the side of a building within the 100 block of
Railroad St.
12:21 P.M.
Complainant reported $20
in loose change stolen from
a locked vehicle sometime
overnight within the 800
block of Scott Hamilton Ave.
The vehicle was not damaged and the method of
entry is unknown.
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2:05 P.M.
Complainant reported a
building and its back garage
spray painted within the 200
block of E. Wooster St.
10:57 P.M.
Zachary Wayne Comer. 25.
of West Unity. Ohio, was
cited for open container of
alcohol within the 200 block
of N. Main St.

THURS..NOV.24
1:25 A.M.
Mark J Dieckhoner II. 20, of
Perrysburg, was arrested for
underage under the influence of alcohol, criminal trespass and obstructing official
business within the 200 block
of N. Prospect St. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.
1:48 A.M.
Travis M. Bland, 26. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal mischief within the
100 block of S. Enterprise St.
He was allegedly spotted riding a bike that was not his.
3:11 A.M.
Billy J. Marshall. 37. of
Toledo, was arrested on a
Lucas County warrant within
the 1000 block of S. Main St.
3:32 A.M.
Complainants reported
spotting a white male trying
to gain entry into a window
within the 600 block of 6th
St.. with both of the lower
window screens cut and one
broken window pane. The
male was described to be
wearing jeans-fend a grU^ t6p.
4:15 A.M.
Oscar Santiago Gonzalez, 18;
and Aaron Douglas Williams.
26, both of Bowling Green,
were cited for disorderly conduct/fighting within the 800
block of 8th St.
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ATTENTION
Early Childhood (ECE),
Middle Childhood (MCE) and
Adolescent/Young Adult (AYA)
EDUCATION MAJORS

EARLY CHILDHOOD
December 5-9 | 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
December 5 | 2-5 p.m.
December 6 | 6-8 p.m.
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Tickets S20 in advance and

12:52 P.M.
A Dell Inspiron laptop was
reported stolen from an
unlocked vehicle sometime
after 1 a.m. within the 600
block of Clough St. The computer is valued at about $750.

Conversion to Fall - Methods only
Group Advising Sessions

»

9:54 A.M.
Elizabeth Anne Woodruff, 19.
of Bowling Green, was cited
for theft/shoplifting at Dollar
Tree. She allegedly concealed 21 items in her purse
and attempted to leave the
store without paying.
2:56 P.M.
Gerold B. Middlebrooks. 42.
of Toledo, was arrested on a
felony warrant from Hancock
County near East Poe and
North Dunbridge streets.
3:49 P.M.
Complainant reported
someone shot a red paintball at the back of a house
overnight within the 600
block of 4th St There was no
damage.

FRI., NOV. 25
1258 A.M.
A naked woman was given a
criminal warning on the front
porch of a house within the
400 block of N. Main St. She
had allegedly driven to the
city to meet a man who told
her to arrive naked, but he
allegedly did not answer the
door.
7:27 A.M.
A rock was reported thrown
through a windshield overnight within the 800 block
of Standish Drive, causing
about $300 m damage.
258 P.M.
Complainant reported a
purse stolen at Walmart.
containing a driver's license,
car and house keys, cell
phone, credit cards and $150
in cash.
11:13 P.M.
Stephen Christopher Brock.
30. of Bowling Green, was
cited for criminal damaging within the 600 block of
CShneauTAve. He allegedly
shattereofpart of a windshield.

SAT., NOV. 26
12:48 A.M.
John Louis Toth, 25. of
Toledo, was arrested on an
active warrant through Wood

County for probation violation within the 100 block of
S. Main St. He was lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center.
1:47 A.M.
A female reported being
assaulted in the alley
between Finders and
City Tap by two unknown
females. One was described
as black and wearing a yellow shirt and the other was
described as white and wearing a teal top.
2:31A.M.
Larry B. Johnson II. 27, of
Toledo, was cited for possession of drug paraphernalia in
City Lot 2.
2:33 A.M.
Brandon L Mitchell. 21. of
Cambridge. Ohio, was cited
for disorderly conduct/public
urination within the 100 block
of E. Court St.
10:58 A.M.
Complainant reported a residence broken into sometime
since Tuesday night around
6 p.m. within the 500 block
of E. Reed St. The door,
which was initially locked, was
found unlocked, and three
interior doors had cracked
frames. Reportedly, nothing
appeared to be missing.
8:19 P.M.
A residence was reported
to be broken into sometime
between 2:30 and 4:30 p.m.
within the 300 block of S.
Main St. A Toshiba laptop.
valued at $800, was reported
stolen.
10:47 P.M.
Kroger reported a male
subject threw three starter
logs into his truck and drove
off. The logs were valued at
abot*4l6.
11:48 P.M.
Roberto Carlos Chavez,
24. of Bowling Green, was
cited for operating a vehicle
impaired at Bowling Green
High School. Elizabeth Anne
Woodruff. 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited at the high

ADOLESCENT/YOUNG ADULT
November 28, 30 | 7-10 a.m.
November 29 | 6-9 p.m.

SUN, NOV. 27
12:40 A.M.
Ryan A. Montgomery.
18. of Toledo, was cited
for operating a vehicle
impaired, possession of
drugs and drug paraphernalia and underage possession of alcohol.
1:58 A.M.
Jordan C Navin. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
forgery and underage under
the influence of alcohol in
City Lot 4.
2:03 A.M.
Abbie Nicole Soltis. 19. of
Luckey. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol
and underage under the
influence of alcohol within
the 100 block of N. Main
St.
3:54 A.M.
Complainant reported a
white or Hispanic male
going through his vehicle
within the 800 block of
5th St. The subject was
described as not taller than
5'9" and wearing brown
Carhardt jacket with a black
winter stocking cap. He
allegedly ran from 5th Street
to South College Street.
The vehicle was not damaged and nothing was taken.
At 4:32 a.m.. the complainant called back and said his
roommate's subwoofer was
taken from the residence.
and reported at 4:45 a.m.
that his car and apartment
keys were no longer on the
front seat of his vehicle,
where he had left them.

K ONLINE: Go to bqnews com for
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CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

HOT ON THE INTERNET
Miss picking up a new print version of The BG News Tuesday?
Go to BGNEWS.COM for exclusive web content including:
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Map showing
trends of
reported
crimes in the
city and on
campus
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Story about
the Academic
Symposium hosted
for the University
President's
inauguration
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Recap of the
Undergraduate
Student
Government
meeting
Monday night

TIME TO RECHARGE?
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MIDDLE CHILDHOOD
December 12, 13, 15, 16 | 7-9 a.m.
December 12 and 16 | 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
December 12, 13, 14 | 6-9 p.m.

school for no operator's
license and failure to maintain reasonable control.
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OF FALCON DOLLARS!
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All sessions in 109 Education Building
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to remove registration hold.

Need to upgrade or change your meal plan for spring semester?
Call BGSU Dining Accounting at 419.372.7933 for assistance.
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MAZEY

given to the Wood County
Food Pantry Network.

From Page 1

ALL WEEK:
INAUGURATION FOOD

MON.NOV.28
INAUGURALACADEMIC
SYMPOSIUM

DRIVE

The goal is to collect 2,011
cans of food throughout the
week. The drive includes
themed days such as Veggies
and Fruit Monday, Sandwich
Mania Tuesday (peanut butter, jelly, tuna), Breakfast is
Best Wednesday (cereal, juke
boxes, powdered milk), Soup
and Crackers Thursday (cans
of soup and boxes of crackers)
and All in One Meal Friday
(ravioli, macaroni and cheese,
etc.) Food can be donated on
campus at residence halls,
the Union Bookstore and
Commuter Lounge and the
Administration Building and
Business Administration
Building. Donations will be

The symposium features
international geographer and
president of the University of
Idaho, M. Duane Nellis.
The
presentation,
"Geography in the Changing
World of Higher Education:
Opportunities
and
Challenges," will begin at 2:30
p.m. in The Union Theater.
According
to
the
Inauguration of the President
web page, www.bgsu.edu/
inauguration, the symposium
will discuss how geography
as a discipline has a unique
opportunity to assist with
some of the world's pressing
problems, while also controlling geography's strengthening role in academia.

DRINKS

ELECTRIC

From Page 1

From Page 1

"We ran Great Lakes brand
Oktoberfest lager during the
fall and we're going to run
Christmas Ale this season," he
said.
Many popular Midwestern
breweries are shipping in
orders for their seasonal beverages to local bars and restaurants. Samuel Adams
Winter Lager and Great Lakes
Christmas Ale are two local
favorites.
"We always get Ithose
dunks this time of year,"
said "Grumpy" Dave Harper,
owner of both Easy Street
CtM and Grumpy Dave's
Pub. "We get a lot of kids
from the University who are
from the Cleveland area who
go nuts over the Great Lakes
IBeer]."
Great
Lakes
Brewery
Cleveland-based and provides
a large supply to many area
establishments. During winter months, Harper said both
of his businesses order a large
amount to satisfy the brewery's local fans.
"They're chomping at the
bit for that, so we go through
quite a bit of that between
November and December, but
we usually just get the normal
stuff," he said. "We'll do like a
Peppermint Patty shot every
once in a while, but people
usually just stick to the basics,
like Jos<S Cuervo, Patron, Jack
and Coke... stuff like that."
At Sam B's, Gardner said
while he doesn't go through as
much Christmas Ale as some
of Cleveland's bars do, he often
finds himself ordering more to
accommodate high demand.
"It's pretty good; on this side
of the state we don't get a lot of
IChristmas Ale]," Gardner said.
"I know people who own places
in Cleveland who go through
like three to five kegs a day
when it first comes out. They
call it like 'Christmas Crack.'"
As a local "addict," Friery
said he prefers beer over liquor
any day—and during the cold
holiday season, he wants nothing more than to drink a dark,
rich lager to stay warm.
"I have had both Sam Adams
Winter Lager and Christmas
Ale and I definitely like the
Christmas Ale more," Friery
said. "I mainly like drinking a
heavier beer during the winter,
especially a winter lager, but
I prefer Yuengling above all. I
love the taste... and it is a lager
that doesn't weigh me down."

O'Connell
said
the
University's Electric Vehicle
Institute informed him a
month and a naif ago about
the available grant. After
meeting with University
representatives, he said both
parties took this as an opportunity to further the community's interest in a greener
environment.
"The University came
to us and informed us that
this grant was available,"
O'Connell said. "Given our
community's interest in
green energy initiatives and
the growth of hybrid vehi-

[VILLAGE
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This will include discussion
of how geography can help to
address issues linked to the
rapid spatial reorganization of
the economy and society along
with climate variability and
its impact in areas like food
production and distributions.
Geography also has a key role
to play in helping move our
nation toward better strategies of sustainability and can
contribute to more engaged
service learning opportunities while assisting local communities in each of our states,
according to the web page.
Symposium
panelists
include members of the
University's
Geography
Department, Kefa Otiso,
associate professor and director of Global Village; Karen
lohnson-Webb, associate
professor; and Arthur Samel,
chair and associate professor.
Rodney Rodgers, senior
vice president for Academic

cles purchased in the area,
we thought that three in the
downtown area and three
on-campus would be a reasonable number."
O'Connell also said in
determining how many stations would be purchased,
the city contacted local dealerships to look at the current
demand for hybrid and electric cars in the area.
"We tried to find out if local
car dealers had numbers
on the amounts of hybrid
cars sold, bul they couldn't
give us any exact numbers,"
O'Connell said.
Ryan Thayer of the Thayer
Family Dealerships said
Thayer Chevrolet Bowling
Green does have a few

Affairs and provost, is the
moderator for the event.

TUES..NOV.29
ROLL ALONG WITH
MAZEY

Mazey will serve as honorary coach at the Falcon
women's basketball game vs.
Western Kentucky University.
Before the game, from 5:456:45 p.m. two shuttles will take
students to the Stroh Center.
One will pick up at the Union
lot near the Black Swamp Pub
and the other will pick up from
Conklin North. Students must
have a valid University ID, The
first 250 students will receive
a commemorative T-shirt and
a bag of popcorn. Students
will also receive a raffle ticket. Prizes will be given away
throughout pre game and an
iPad will be raffled off after the
game (students must be present to win).

"Most hybrids are
actually charged
through the gas
engine and cannot
be plugged in."
Ryan Thayer | Car Dealership

hybrid vehicles on the lot
that have been receiving a
lot of attention. Though, he
said most people currently
tend to stray from purchasing them because of the
price tag.
"We do have two Chevrolet
Volts on our lot and they have
received a lot of interest from
the community," Thayer said.

Monday. Novembw 28 Siu«day. November 29.2011 3

Food donations will also be
collected at the Stroh Center
for the Inauguration Food
Drive, For more information
contact 419-372-2147.

WED. NOV. 30
STUDENT RESEARCH
SYMPOSIUM

The symposium will be hosted in McFall Center Gallery
to highlight some of the significant research being done
by students at the University,
according to the Inauguration
of the President web page.
www.bgsu.edu/inauguration.
The poster presentations are
from 5-6 pm Oral presentations are from 6-7 pm
FRI..DEC.2
INAUGURATION DAY

Stroh Center doors will
open to the public before the
Inaugural procession, cer-

"Now, while there is a lot of
interest in these cars, they do
not have an overwhelming
demand because of the price
tag. The MSRP on a Volt ranges from S41,000 to $47,000,
not including an available tax
credit of up to $7,500."
Thayer, whose family
owns three car dealerships in
Northwest Ohio, said while
he thinks putting electric car
charging stations in the area
is a good idea, he does not
think it will bring a positive
change to the local economy
because many hybrids do not
plug in.
"Unless manufactures
start producing more plug-in
vehicles I don't see how the
charging stations would raise

emony and reception begin.
The faculty-led inaugural
procession begins at 2:15 p.m.
where faculty and dignitaries
in full academic regalia mil
lead Mazey into the arena. The
ceremony, from 2:30-4 p.m.,
will include state and local
officials as well as the public
in the inauguration ceremony
for Mazey as the 11th president
of the University. The inauguration also features President
of Binghamton University. C.
Peter Magrath, as the key note
speaker.
After the ceremony, the
public is welcomed to a
reception from 4-5 p.m.
where food and refreshments
will be available on the first
floor lobby and Hall of Fame
area of the Stroh Center.
The event will be streamed
livetoBGSIIlirclands.
Source: www.bgsu.edu/
inauguration

demand for hybrids, since
most hybrids do not plug in,"
Thayer said. "Most hybrids
are actually charged through
the gas engine and cannot be
plugged in."
Despite the low demand for
hybrids, both the University
and the City are awaiting
final approval from the grant
committee.

HOW LONG WILL
IT TAKE?
■ Three levels ol charging
units.
■ City and University
own Level 2 Charging
Stations:
Level 1 (8-10 hours)
Level 2 (4-6 hours)
Level 5 (1-2 hours)

FORUM

"The University came to us and informed us that this grant was available."
- Brian O'Connel'l. city utilities director on charging stations for electric cars [see story, pg. 1].
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FALCON SCREECH

Occupiers' identify problems, offer no solutions

WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCRLLCH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAYS FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM.
Alter a rough day of classes, students should not be
turned away at the Sttoh Center because they are wearing
a bookbag. I understand it's for safety, but really' Inspect
my bookbag. I DON'T CARE The games I go to watch
ate put on by students, for students and students carry
bookbags11 had to walk home, angry and hatirg the Sttoh
■ more than ever.
-ANGRY BACKPACKER
Whal

up with the water fountains? They suck on a

rormal basis, but after this break, they are extra bad. I

It appears that the Occupy
(enter the location) is a movement whose time has come
and gone.
Americans have staged protests since the Boston Tea forty,
if not before. But this protest
was different.
There was no organization,
no leadership and no practical
solutions offered.
The protesters were upset

about the growing disparity in the distribution of our
national wealth. And frankly,
any sentient American would
tend to agree.
Columnist
Charles
Krauthammer described them
as "Starbucks-sipping, Levi'sclad, iPhone-dutching protesters," and "indignant indolents
saddled with their $50,000
student loans and English
degrees."
I larsh. but perhaps the comment contains a grain of truth.
With reports of filth, robbery and sexual assault in their
campsites, and their seeming-

ly passive acceptance of violent anarchists in their midst,
the Occupy movement seems
populated by those with idealistic expectations, an overwhelming sense of self-rectitude, and an abundant dose of
chronic gullibility.
Those of a certain age see the
similarities with the protests of
the 60s and 70s.
The naivete of some
Occupiers is breathtaking.
One young lady complained
her laptop had been stolea She
left it on a bus stop bench and
just couldn't understand how it
could be missing.

The New York Occupiers
attempted to close the
Brooklyn Bridge and halt subway service, keeping workers
from their jobs.
Possibly their motive was
to prevent those evil Wall
Street financiers from further
exploiting the masses. But it
also prevented people from
earning a living.
The Law of Unintended
Consequences will bite you
every time. And what about
their concern for the "99
See PHIL | Page 8

put my face down to guench my thirst and I was surprised
to hear all the built up gas come (lowing through the
rusty pipes What came out resembled what you find in a
puddle University, why can't our fountains be as good as

Memories can be made amidst Black Friday clouds

the other schools?
-FIXDEM FOUNTAINZ
Why do people lie to other people;11 don't get why people
just can't be honest If you don't want to go to my study
group. |ust tell me. I'm just trying to help you out and
you blow me off last minute I've got your best interest in
' I m absent from yours.
-SFERN.BUT STUDIOUS
Who made you the almighty fashion ruler? So what If I
wear shorts, socks and sandals' I'm comfortable. More
comfortable than you in your baggy jeans that seem to
be sagging south for the winter. Say what you want about
my fashion sense, but you'll never see me going out of my
way to rip on someone for how they dress.

My coat was buttoned, my
fists were curled, and my consumer wits were sharpened as
1 sped into the packed WalMart on one of my favorite
days of the year.
Shopping and snagging great
deals were why I loved Black
Friday and the holiday season

in general, right?
Actually, no. Quite opposite,
in fact
My entire view of the impending gift giving season changed
as I elbowed my way through
maximum capacity crowds last
week on the biggest shopping
day of the year.
The media doesn't call it
"Black Friday" for nothing;
1 mused as I waited in the
opaque darkness on Thursday
night. Thursday!
By the time I take my own
daughter shopping, stores will

have bumped up the biggest
shopping day to occur right
after the young'uns get done
trick-or-treating.
The frightened employees
hesitantly opened the doors,
and to say things got "out of
hand" would be an understatement.
People were vicious.
I needed to grow about a
hundred more pounds and
shoot up a couple feet to even
successfully doggie-paddle
through the crowd without
drowning.

After bouncing from one
store to another and even taking an impromptu nap in a
Meijer parking lot. my mom,
aunt, sister and I collapsed at
home amidst gift receipts and
crinkled ads.
When I woke up a few hours
later, something dawned on
me.
Shopping was fun
It wasn't because 1 got my
10-year-old cousin a marshSee TARA | Page 8

-I WEAR WHAT I WANT
People turn into animals on Black Friday. It's as plain as
that Seriously though, it's just a discounted TV, don't
brawl over it I'll blame some of it on sleep deprivation,

Details die critical to overall design, efficiency

but the rest of it is greed
-BLACK EYE FRIDAY
To all the professors who made us go to class on Monday
and Tuesday. I dislike you strongly And for those who
assigned papers to be due the day after break, I dislike
you even more. Do you expect us to be productive during
break? Well. SHOCKER, we didn't do anything! That's
what breaks are for.
-THANKSGIVING BREAK (MY ARM)

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of tho page.

THE BG NEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall

When designing a facility, an
oversight or poor decision on a
minor detail such as whether a
door swings in or out of a room,

b
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with a foot or elbow when you
are leaving the bathroom?
The side effect of having
to pull open poorly designed
bathroom doors is the wasting of extra paper hand towels
that are used as germ shields
when opening the door, and
that accumulate in the garbage.

TOP NEWS STORIES

Bowling Green State University

Email: thenews@bgnews.com

knob or handle to pull open the
bathroom door. It has surely
been handled by people who
have failed to wash their hands.
Astoundingly, this is exactly
what is often required because
the door is mounted such that
it swings into the bathroom
instead of out
Wouldn't you much rather
be able to push the door open

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 572-6966

Website: http://www.bgnewscom

can cause trivial annoyances
that after repeated uses time
and time again by thousands
of people can compound into
a problem that takes on a more
significant scope.
First let me explain the door
problem
After you wash your hands in
a public restroom, the last thing
you want to do is grab a door-

STEPHAN REED. FORUM EDITOR
MATTLIASSE, PULSE EDITOR
BOBBY WADDLE. IN FOCUS EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the heaJines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG New
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INAUGURATION WEEK

Schedule of Events
Monday, November 28
Inauguration Academic Symposium
"Geography in the Changing World of Higher Education:
Opportunities and Challenges"
Presented by Dr. M. Duane Nellis, President, University of Idaho
2:30 p.m., Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theater (Room 206)
Free and open to the public
ltH<J

Tuesday, November 29
Roll Along with President Mazey
BGSU Students meet President Mazey
at the Falcon women's basketball game
Special shuttles for BGSU students, 5:45-6:45 p.m.,
shuttle stops at Bowen-Thompson Student Union pay lot and Conklin Hall
Game starts at 7 p.m., Stroh Center
Wednesday, November 30
Student Research Symposium
5-7 P-m.
Poster presentations & 5 p.m.;
Oral presentations Q 6 p.m., McFall Center Gallery
Free and open to the public
Friday, December 2
Inauguration Ceremony & Reception
2:30 p.m., Stroh Center
Free and open to the public
All Week:
Inauguration Food Drive
DetailA at bgMu.edu/inauguration

FORUM

"The University came to us and informed us that this grant was available."
- Brian O'Connell, city utilities director on charging stations for electric cars [see story, pg. 1].
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Did you go Black Friday shopping? Why or why not?
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FALCON SCREECH

Occupiers' identify problems, offer no solutions

WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM.
After a rough day ol classes, students should not be
turned away at the Stroh Centet because they are wearing
a bookbag. I understand it's for safety, but really? Inspect
my bookbag. I DON'T CARE. The games I go to watch
are put on by students, for students and students carry
bookbags! I had to walk home, angry and hating the Stroh
Center more than ever.
-ANGRY BACKPACKER
What's up with the water fountains' They suck on a
normal basis, but after this break, they are extra bad. I

It appears that the Occupy
(enter the location) is a movement whose time has come
and gone.
Americans have staged protests since the Boston Tea Patty,
if not before. But this protest
was different
There was no organization,
no leadership and no practical
solutions offered.
The protesters were upset

about the growing disparity in the distribution of our
national wealth. And frankly,
any sentient American would
tend to agree.
Columnist
Charles
Krauthammer described them
as "Starbucks-sipping. Levi'sdad. ir%)ne-dutching protesters," and "indignant indolents
saddled with their $50,000
student loans and English
degrees."
Marsh, but perhaps the comment contains a grain of truth.
With reports of filth, robbery and sexual assault in their
campsites, and their seeming-

ly passive acceptance of violent anarchists in their midst
the Occupy movement seems
populated by those with idealistic expectations, an overwhelming sense of self-rectitude, and an abundant dose of
chronic gullibility.
Those of a certain age see the
similarities with the protests of
the 60s and 70s.
The naivvir of some
Occupiers is breathtaking.
One young lady complained
her laptop had been stolen. She
left it on a bus stop bench and
just couldn't understand how it
could be missing.

The New York Occupiers
attempted to close the
Brooklyn Bridge and halt subway service, keeping workers
from their jobs.
Possibly their motive was
to prevent those evil Wall
Street financiers from further
exploiting the masses. But it
also prevented people from
earning a living.
The Law of Unintended
Consequences will bite you
every time. And what about
their concern for the "99
See PHIL | Page 8

put my face down to quench my thirst and I was surprised
to hear all the built up gas come flowing through the
rusty pipes. What came out resembled what you find in a
puddle. University, why can't our fountains be as good as

Memories can be made amidst Black Friday clouds

the other schools?
-FIX DEM FOUNTAINZ
Why do people lie to other people? I don't get why people
just can't be honest. If you don't want to go to my study
group. |ust tell me. I'm just trying to help you out and
you blow me off last minute. I've got your best interest in
mind, yet I'm absent from yours.
-STERN. BUT STUDIOUS
Who made you the almighty fashion ruler? So what if I
wear shorts, socks and sandals? I'm comfortable More
comfortable than you in your baggy |eans that seem to
be sagging south for the winter. Say what you want about
my fashion sense, but you'll never see me going out of my
way to rip on someone for how they dress.

My coat was buttoned, my
fists were curled, and my consumer wits were sharpened as
1 sped into the packed WalMart on one of my favorite
days of the year.
Shopping and snagging great
deals were why 1 loved Black
Friday and the holiday season

in general, right?
Actually, no Quite opposite,
in fact
My entire viewof the impending gift giving season changed
as I elbowed my way through
maximum capacity crowds last
week on the biggest shopping
day of the year.
The media doesn't call it
"Black Friday" for nothing:
I mused as 1 waited in the
opaque darkness on Thursday
night Thursday!
By the time I take my own
daughter shopping, stores will

have bumped up the biggest
shopping day to occur right
after the young'uns get done
trick-or-treating.
The frightened employees
hesitantly opened the doors,
and to say things got "out of
hand" would be an understatement
People were vicious.
I needed to grow about a
hundred more pounds and
shoot up a couple feet to even
successfully doggie-paddle
through the crowd without
drowning.

After bouncing from one
store to another and even taking an impromptu nap in a
Meijer parking lot my mom,
aunt sister and I collapsed at
home amidst gift receipts and
crinkled ads.
When I woke up a few hours
later, something dawned on
me
Shopping was fun.
It wasn't because I got my
10-year-old cousin a marshSee TARA | Page 8

-I WEAR WHAT I WANT
People turn into animals on Black Friday. It's as plain as

s are critical to overall design, efficiency

that. Seriously though, it's just a discounted TV. don't
brawl over it. I'll blame some of it on sleep deprivation,
but the rest of it is greed.
-BLACK EYE FRIDAY
To all the professors who made us go to class on Monday
and Tuesday. I dislike you strongly. And for those who
assigned papers to be due the day after break, I dislike
you even more. Do you expect us to be productive during
break? Well. SHOCKER, we didn't do anything! That's
what breaks are for.
-THANKSGIVING BREAK (MY ARM)

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story7 Here's how lo get in touch with us for letters to the editor
■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Cat us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaB.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
ASIARAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall

When designing a facility, an
oversight or poor decision on a
minor detail such as whether a
door swings in or out of a room,

k
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with a foot or elbow when you
are leaving the bathroom?
The side effect of having
to pull open poorly designed
bathroom doors is the wasting of extra paper hand towels
that are used as germ shields
when opening the door, and
that accumulate in the garbage.

TOP HEWS STORIES

Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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knob or handle to pull open the
bathroom door. It has surety
been handled by people who
have failed to wash their hands.
Astoundingty, this is exactly
what is often required because
the door is mounted such that
it swings into the bathroom
instead of out
Wouldn't you much rather
be able to push the door open

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

Bowling Green State University

Website: http://www.bgnews.com

can cause trivial annoyances
that after repeated uses time
and time again by thousands
of people can compound into
a problem that takes on a more
significant scope.
First, let me explain the door
problem.
After you wash your hands in
a public restroom, the last thing
you want to do is grab a door-

STEPHAN REED, FORUM EDITOR
MATTUASSE, PULSE EDITOR
BOBBY WADDLE, IN FOCUS EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thwwwsebgnews.
com with the subject line marked
letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
edrtor may change the heactnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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INAUGURATION WEEK

Schedule of Events
Monday, November 28
Inauguration Academic Symposium
"Geography in the Changing World of Higher Education:
Opportunities and Challenges"
Presented by Dr. M. Duane Nellis, President, University of Idaho
2:30 p.m., Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theater (Room 206)
Free and open to the public
■

lIHQ

Tuesday, November 29
Roll Along with President Mazey
BGSU Students meet President Mazey
at the Falcon women's basketball game
Special shuttles for BGSU students, 5:45-6:45 p.m.,
shuttle stops at Bowen-Thompson Student Union pay lot and Conklin Hall
Game starts at 7 p.m., Stroh Center
Wednesday, November 30
Student Research Symposium
5-7 P-mPoster presentations <a 5 p.m.;
Oral presentations <a 6 p.m., McFall Center Gallery
Free and open to the public
Friday, December 2
Inauguration Ceremony &. Reception
2:30 p.m., Stroh Center
Free and open to the public
All Week:
Inauguration Food Drive
Details at bgAu.edu/inauguration

SPORTS
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HOLIDAY
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ALEXIS ROWERS BG forward, drives to the hoop during the Falcons' loss to Purdue earlier this
season

Falcons defeat Austin Peay, Detroit, Temple; lose to George Washington during Thanksgiving break
ByRyanSttfcowialt

BG women's basketball
hosts Western Kentucky

Sports Editor

By Michel. Wy.ocki
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG men's basketball team had its own
Thanksgiving feast during break, in way ofa3-l record.
The Falcons defeated Austin Peay and Detroit
but lost to George Washington in the Progressive
College Basketball Experience, and defeated
Temple Sunday afternoon.
A'uston Calhoun was instrumental in BG's success in the four games, scoring in double figures in
three of the games. The one game he didn't was in
BG's loss to George Washington.
Calhoun dropped 19 points against Austin Peay
in the Falcons' first game of the Tournament, a
82-72 win.
"I was just trying to read the defense early," he
said. "As a team, we were looking for the big (playersl tonight, and once we dug in, that's what we had
working for us."
In the Falcons' first two games of the season
— a win against Howard and a loss to Georgia —
Calhoun only had five points. I le broke out of that
slump in a big way for BG during the week, dropping 14 points against Detroit and a team-high 16
against Temple.
He scored only five points against George
GIUV HANSON I THE 6G NEWS

See WINS I

(7

CAMERON BLACK. BG center, throws up a layup over Temple forward Anthony
Lee during BG's 67-64 win against the Owls Sunday afternoon.

After battling back for their first
road win in Detroit, the team
returns to BG for a home stand
against Western Kentucky.
The Falcons trailed the Titans
by 15 at one point in the game, but
turned it around in the second half
for an ugh/ win, according to head
coach Curt Miller.
"A gutty win, not a pretty win,
but a lot to learn from, a lot to
be happy about, but a lot to get
back to the drawing board to keep
working on," Miller said. "Our
turnovers were low and a lot of
people stepped up and did some
important things in the second
half, especially it was great to see
Chrissy Steffen back to her old self
offensively."
Steffen hit career scoring highs
with 23 points —16 of which came
in the second half.
The Falcons hit free throws at
a consistent rate, but were out-

rebounded 56-31.
Senior Jessica Slagle left her
scoring column empty through
the first half, as she did not attempt
any shots, but she fired back in the
first four minutes of the second
half with seven of her nine points.
The Falcons' record improved to
.500 — 2-2 on the season, while the
Titans remain winless.
BG had the holiday off, but
resumed practice Friday to prepare for their matchup against the
0-4 Hilltoppers on Tuesday.
Miller's and the team's focus was
to improve defensively, he said.
"We have got to be a good defensive team because this team is
prone to offensive droughts,"
Miller said. "We don't have a good
low post present to get us a lot of
baskets inside and we need to execute so perfectly to get the baskets
and then even when we execute we
haven't always shot the ball well
See PREVIEW | Page 7

BG hockey shut out in consecutive games by Alaska-Fairbanks
ByM.ttNy.
Reporter

BYRON MACK

I HE BG NEWS

RYAN PELTOMA BG defenseman. controls the pud during BG's 4-0 loss to Ferns State earlier ths season

FACEBOOK

The last time the BG hockey team
was shut out in back-to-back games
was the 2006-07 season. This past
weekend was also the first time in
school history that BG was shut out
in back-to-back games in a Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
weekend series.
The Falcons came into the series
with Alaska-Fairbanks University
with a little bit of confidence after
their tough, gritty shootout win the
previous weekend against Miami.
However, the Nanooks squandered
any confidence BG would have in
Friday's game.
The Nanooks came out flying
early on Friday and really were
going after Andrew Hammond in

TWITTER

BG's net. They outshot the Falcons
21-5 in the opening period, but
Hammond stood tall for the first
half of the frame.
The Nanooks finally took advantage of a rebound from Hammond
and Colton Beck put it home to give
Alaska-Fairbanks a 1-0 lead heading into the second period.
The Falcons started to wake up
and doubled their shot attempts
in the second period, but couldn't
get anything past the Nannooks'
senior goalie Scott Greenham. The
Nanooks' junior Nik Yaremchak
scored from the point for a powerplay goal with a few minutes left
in the period to make the score 2-0
heading into the final period.
The third period was much of
the same as defense prevailed for
the Nanooks; they kept BG score-

SPORTS BLOG

less for another period. There were
only nine shots total in the period.
The Nanooks won the game 3-0 as
they added an empty-net powerplay goal late in the game.
The shutout was Greenham's
second of the season and his tenth
of his career for Alaska-Fairbanks.
Coach Chris Bergeron was disappointed by his team's performance
on the night.
"We were not ready to play
tonight and the fault is on me,"
Bergeron said. "Alaska-Fairbanks
did everything well. Their intensity
and willingness was there and they
get all the credit in the world."
The Falcons, in game two of the
two-game series came out hitSee SWEPT | Page 7
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BG football handles Buffalo in
final game of regular season
By Ryan Satkowiak

'I wanted this win bad for the seniors,
but I threw those early picks, but

Sports Editor

Early on it looked like the
same story, different day for
the BG football team.
However, the BG offense
came through in the end.
The Falcons scored 28
straight points from the
end of the second half
through the fourth quarter to beat Buffalo, 42-28
Friday afternoon.
"We told the offense
that we have to keep the
momentum going, and we
have to take advantage of
this and extend the lead,
and we did a great job of
doing that," said head coach
Dave Clawson.
While quarterback Matt
Schilz struggled statistically, completing 14-for-31
passes and throwing two
interceptions, he threw four
touchdown passes — two
each to Kamar lorden and
Eugene Cooper.
"1 wanted this win bad for
the seniors, but I threw those

WINS

we were able to fight back and
send the seniors off right."
Matt Schilz I BG Quarterback

early picks, but we were able
to fight back and send the
seniors off right," Schilz said.
The BG offense was once
again hindered by the
absence of leading rusher
Anthon Samuel, who left the
Falcons' previous game with
a shoulder injury.
To make up for Samuel's
absence, the Falcons used a
three-headed attack of John
Pettigrew, lame! Martin and
Erique Geiger.
Pettigrew and Martin each
ran for a touchdown, and the
three backs combined to run
29 times for 111 yards.
"The running backs did
a great job, they didn't get a
call all year and Erique, John
and lamel were ready to play,"
Schilz said.

The Bulls jumped out to a
17-7 lead, thanks to a Steven
Means 42-yard interception
return for a touchdown
and a six-yard touchdown
run by Branden Oliver,
who ran for 127 yards and
a touchdown.
After the teams traded
scores — a BG touchdown
and a Buffalo field goal —
the Falcons ripped off four
straight touchdowns to take a
42-20 lead.
During the run, Schilz
threw two touchdowns, while
Pettigrew and Martin each
scored on the ground.
"We knew that we had the
wind | in our favor] and we
had to take advantage of it,"
Jorden said. "1 think that's
why the third quarter was so

4

important, to try and score
before we switched sides, and
we were able to put the game
out of reach."
Schilz threw for 236 yards
on the day, giving him 3,024
yards passing for the season, making him the fifth
BG quarterback to eclipse
the 3,000-yard passing mark.
The four touchdowns gave
him 28 for the season, the
second most single-season total in school history,
behind Omar Jacobs' 41
touchdowns in 2004.
Jorden only caught three
passes on the day, but they
went for 74 yards and two
scores. He finished his strong
two-year career at BG with
174 catches — eighth-most in
school history.
While his 78 catches this
season were down from the
96 he had in 2010, he still had
1,089 yards receiving and
scored 12 times.
At 5-7, the Falcons' season
is over, as they did not reach
the minimum of six wins to
be bowl eligible.

The Falcons entered halftime down only one, but the
Colonials outscored BG 42-22
in the second half.
The Colonials proved to be
I lacked the first two games."
top dogs of the four teams in
the Tournament, carrying a
A'uston Calhoun I BG Forward
3-0 record, with their other
In the four games, he com- against the Owls.
wins against Austin Peay,
bined to score 48 points, put up
"In the offseason, we 54-52, and Detroit, 86-73.
23 rebounds, dished out seven worked on trying to get
However, BG followed
assists and had nine steals.
our Ishootingl percentages that performance up with a
Aside from the loss to up this year," Thomas said strong one against Temple,
George Washington, BG shot after BG's 67-61 win against which had a 26-8 record in
more than 40 percent from Detroit. "We really worked the Atlantic-10 last season.
The win improved BG's
the field in every game. The on our shots and confihighlight of that shooting dence shooting."
record to 4-2 on the season.
was against Temple, where
BG's only poor perfor- Last season, the Falcons didn't
the Falcons shot 55.8 percent mance was
'iirTK1' "tV'lrr i'"'rUX)*fln unlil
it. Dec. 30 against Manhattan.
from the floor in a 67-64 win Washington, a 77-

I have to go out with a lot of energy,
and that's something I feel that

From Page 6
Washington.
"(The lack of scoring!
wasn't really a concern, but
I feel it had to change for this
team to be more successful,"
Calhoun said following BG's
win against Austin Peay. "I
have to go out with a lot of
energy, and that's something
I feel that 1 lacked the first
two games."
Scott Thomas was also a
force for BG in all four games.
He scored in double figures in
each game and was strong on
both ends of the court.

PREVIEW

have something the Falcons
don't. Experience.
Although WKU has the
seven freshmen, they possess five seniors, which is
more seniors than BG has.
Miller is well aware of their

From Page 6
this year."
The Hilltoppers are struggling for a win, but they

youth and said the team just
needs to continue to grow.
"I know we are a little bit
of a roller coaster team right
now and we can be really
ugly but I think they know
and they're finding out that

TAILGATINGTIME

they can be pretty good in
stretches too, Miller said,
"But we can't have stretches like that against really
good teams or it will be a
long night."
Tipoffisat7p.m.
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so that every row, column
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the digits 1 to 9. There is no
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ting the Nanooks hard, but
couldn't get away with it as
they spent most of the opening frame in the penalty box.
Freshman Ryan Carpenter
received a hitting from
behind penalty for five minutes. Hammond stepped up
and dominated the Nanooks'
attempts as he stopped all 13
shots he faced.
Then again. Cam Wojtala
received a hitting from
behind major penalty at
. the end of the first period.
This resulted in him getting
ejected from the contest and
would serve as some momentum for the Nanooks heading
into the second period with
no score.
Just 4:20 into the second
period the Nanooks scored
on a rebound power-play
goal from Adam Henderson

J

to make it 1-0.
Alaska-Fairbanks would
score again late in the second
period with another powerplay goal from Cody Kunyk.
The score was 2-0 heading
into the third period and that
is what it stayed for the rest
of the game, as BG mustered
up several quality chances,
couldn't capitalize.
Despite the loss, Bergeron
was pleased with the goal
tending on the night from
Hammond.
"The goal tending was
good tonight," Bergeron
said. "Hopefully this means
Hammond has the little
quirks or whatever behind
him now and we will make
sure to stay on him to keep
his foot on the gas."
Hammond was confident in the way he played
on the ice.
"I thought I played well
and gave my team a chance
to win tonight," he said.

JK22 Woman's Basket lull vs.
Western Kentucky University
Where: Stroh Center
When: 7:00 P.M.

12/Z Ice Hockey vs.
Michigan Stale University
Where: Stroh Center
When: 7:00 P.M.

Oil Woman's Basketball vs.
Butler
Where: Sin* Center
When: 2:00 P.M.

12£± Ice Hockey vs.
Michigan State University
Where: Stroh Center
When: 7:00 P.M.

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE,

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
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AVAILABLE FOR 2012-2013
BYRON MACK I 1HEBGMWS

We have Efficiencies.
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.

FAHS at the Ohm State-Michigan game gather to tailgate outside of Michigan Stadium prior to Michigan's 40-54 victory against

In most cases, furnished and unfurnished
are the same price.

the Buckeyes Saturday ahemoon in Ann Arbor. Mich

In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
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319 E Wooster Street Located across from Taco Bell
Hours Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
419 354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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percent?"
Bui before we become loo
critical, we should remember
that the Occupy movement
is more than "Revolution for
the 1 Iell of It," to borrow Abbie
Hoffman's 1968 book title.
lTiere arc serious economic
inequalities in this country and
statistics indicate the problem
is growing.
But, a chronic problem with
the (kcupiers is their tendency
to oversimplify.
They have concluded that
Wall Street is rcspoasible for the
nation's economic troubles.
In reality, the problem is
systemic and more widespread. Complex problems
are rarely solved with simple
solutions.

TARA
From Page 4

malm gun I'll regret the second
he unleashes his edible ammunition nn me.
It wasril because I got to
witness a can crashing battle
ti lyalo between two disgruntled
shoppers.
It was because I got to enjoy
the hi ilidays with my family, and
in i store can ever put a markeddown price on that.
lhink back to your favorite
Christmas. 1 lanukkah, Kwanzaa
i ir any hi >liday gathering.
IX) you remember what you
got? Maybe, bul that's not what
makes the day stand out.
I bet the memory you treasure involves playing out in the

MARK
From Page 4

When 1 walk into a large store
in the winter and immediately
feel a blast of warm air from
the heater, it doesn't make me
feel comfortable, but instead,
infuriated.
Most big buildings have double doors that form a foyer or
vestibule, a separate room that
one must pass through before
entering the main building, the
point of which is to insulate the
inside of the building by preventing cold drafts of air from
blowing directly inside.
Mind boggling, giant healers arc routinely put in the
entrance hallway/vestibule
instead of in the building itself,
such that they blow the majority of their heat directly outside.

And the ends never justify
the means.
Most of us want a more equitable distribution of the goods
and services of this world, and
a reasonable chance to attain
them But disrupting local
businesses and preventing
people from working will not
move American hearts and
minds.
Mobs are problematic.
Civil disturbances, violence,
property damage and injury
are by-products of an unruly
crowd.
Sam Rayburn. the iconic Speaker of the House,
put his finger on it when
he said "When everyone's
thinking alike, no one's
thinking very much."
Perhaps a better tactic for the
Occupiers would have been to

stage silent protests in front of
the New York Stock Exchange
and other Wall Street locations.
The protests should have
allowed people to use the sidewalks and public transportation. By doing this day after day,
they would have attracted the
media attention they craved
while disarming any potential
backlash.
An image from the Occupy
movement is people mindlessly beating cans and buckets in some sort of percussive
nonsense.
The nation is better served
by practical and mature suggestions for ameliorating one of
the central economic problems
of our time.

snow with your cousins or being
siuTounded by the people you
love most and who probably
love you back even more.
Winter break is in three short
weeks, if you can believe it
Before we know it, we'll be
polishing up our final exams,
selling back our books and some
of as will even be graduating.
If we're honest to ourselves,
we want to go home to see our
family, and not because we
wan i to unwrap what Santa left
us under the tree.
There's nothing wrong with
enjoying the newest gadget your
parents bought their favorite
collegiate offspring
I know I'm going to love coming downstairs and having the
reflection of my presents dance
in the lights of our weathered

Christmas tree.
Im going to try to remember
what these next couple of weeks
are supposed to be about
Regardless of religious beliefs
or what the month of December
means to you. enjoy the time
spent with your family, because
that's what you'll remember
years from now.
As for my sharp consumer
wits and my crazy Black Friday
habits, they're still intact.
Knowing the real reason for
the holiday season makes those
deals even sweeter, and you'll
never see me waiting in line
Dec 26 to exchange the realization I had last Friday.
Or was it Thursday?

There must be a vast amount
of energy wasted in this process, the cost of which. 1 am
sure, is reflected in the price of
merchandise in the store.
Please, I beg you, blast me
with heat after I have completely entered the building,
not while I am in the entrance.
I can wait another three seconds to get u.ii 111
The University is also guilty
of misplacing heaters in foyers, but that is only the beginning of the heating/cooling
problems I have seen in campus buildings.
There are problems with
the hearing system in certain
buildings like Mosehy I I.ill and
Manna Hall that cause some
rooms to get too hot. People
end up opening windows to
let heat OUT during the winter
because they end up sweating

next to a heater that doesn't
shut off.
It is ironic that during the
summer 1 end up freezing in
most University buildings and
local establishments because
the air condidoning is set so
low. I have had visitors complain that they have needed to
bring sweaters to the Union on
95 degree days.
In South Hall, the elevator
and the handicap accessible
entrance are on opposite ends
of the building. This wouldn't
be such a big deal, but the
disability services office is on
the fourth floor of this building (Really? It can't be on the
ground floor?).
Even the new Stroh Center
Isn't designed quite right. A
photojoumalist from a local
newspaper observed that the
baseline is not as wide as it

Respond to Pliilat
thenews@bgimvs.com

Respond to Tam at
tlienews@bgnews.com
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r.io wnsl Woosler Bawling (run

is on the Anderson Arena or
on courts at other universities.
Being narrower than it should
be, there is not enough room
for both cheerleaders and
photographers at the ends of
the court
The Stroh Center could
also have been designed to be
more energy efficient by putting windows on the south
wall to take advantage of passive-solar heating.
The lesson that ties all my
complaints together is that the
planning phase of a project is
the most important phase, and
that it might be nearly impossible to put too much effort Into
researching and contemplating the design of a facility.

Respond to Mark at
thenews@bpiews.com
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UAO Upcoming Bvenu
Movie Showing: Fred Claus
Tuesday, November 29
Union Theater, 9:30 p.m.
Enjoy a free block butter hit in
the Union Theater! Showing* will
be on Tuesday and Friday

Pub Karaoke Series
Come check us out online at

iifomhi rlL* *k ■ tf \i i.ii I

BGNews.com
For Rant

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The B(i News will noi knowingly
accept advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination against uny Individual or
group on the basis of race, sex.
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on
the basis of any other legally protected status.

Help Wanted
Bartending, up to S300'day
No exp needed, training crse
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174
PT counter help needed.
must be avail 1-6:30pm. M-F. and
Sat. 8:30am-2 3-pm $8 50/hr
Apply at Long's Dry Cleaners.
1204 W Woosler BG

312 N. Enterprise, nice 3 BP.
home, avail Fall 2012, $1,l00/mo.

Call 419-352-5882
3BR houses, 2 car garage. W/D,
AC. 1yr lease, 2012-13 s.y
$1200/moplusutlls
949 Scon Hamilton,138 Williams.

2 & 3 BR apts 8 townhouses.
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th Sts.
Avail May 2012. pets welcome!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www rutterdudleyrentals com
20112-13 S.Y. Leases:
Two 3BR houses, each w/ W/D.
central air. dishwasher. $700/mo.
Avail May 15. '12 8 Aug 15, '12.
2 upper apts in house w/ shared
bath, $275mio 8 $350*10.
Call 419-601-3225 for more inlo!

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BQApartmtnta.com

Do you have what it take*? Take a
chance and showcase yoursinging
talenU at Karaoke in the Pub!
Come relax and belt out a tune
with yourfriendi this Tuesday.
For Rent
HOUSES close to campus!
2012-2013 May/August
Leases now avallble!
Call 419-352-6064 or
www froboserentals com

Call 419-654-9512.
424 E. Wooster.large 3BR apt.
Avail Fall 2012, S950'mo.
utJIs Included Call 419-352-5882.
5BR house. 1 bath, 136Troup,
$1750/mo + utils S1750 dep req
Call 419-354-1612, ext 307

955 N. Main. 28R brick house,
nice! Avail fall 2012, $750/mo.
Call 352-5882

5% discount on all
1/2/3/bdrm apts till
12/31/11.
Check the Web for
pictures or call for a
showing.

CA
Management Inc.

For Rent
'2012-13 houses, apts avail
All next to campus, quiet area
also rms S225 and Jan 2012 apts
419-353-0325 / cartyrentals.com

For R«nt
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Tuesday, November 29
Black Swamp Pub, 8 -10 p.m.

1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

419-353-5800
meccabg.com

Fitness Fusion- Putt Putt
Wednesday, November 30
Multi Purpose Room, 6 - 9 p.m.
Are you /.ad that it's cold out and
can't do all the summer
activities you like? No worries,
come play Putt-Putt that will keep
you stress-free before finaU week.

Midnight Snack
Saturday, December 3
Centennial Hall Kitchen 10-12 p.m.
Stay up late and make some
delicious desserts, take some
home and help UAO donate the
rest to support the local food
shelters. It's perfect timing for
the holiday season.

Laser Blast
Saturday, December 3
Field House, 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
"Steady, aim, Fire!" Join UAO for
a late night of free later tag! The
bus will be making rounds to pick
students up and will run until
2:30 am on Saturday.

